
Side Case Bracket Set
In combination with Side Case Set (p/n 95400-48850-
000/95400-48870-000).

Rim Decals
Decals to decorate the outer rim of your wheel. 
*Set of 6 decals per wheel.
*Can be used for front and rear wheels.
*Red/Black decal with SUZUKI logo.

Rim Decals
Decals to decorate the outer rim of your wheel. 
*Set of 6 decals per wheel.
*Can be used for front and rear wheels.
*Red decal with SUZUKI logo.

Wheel Decals
Decals to decorate the inner rim of your wheel. 
*Set of 6 decals per wheel.
*Can be used for front and rear wheels.
*With GSX-S1000 GX logo.

Lock Set
In combination with Side Case Set (p/n 95400-48850-
000/95400-48870-000). 

Side Case Garnish Set
Metallic Triton Blue (YSF)

*In combination with Side Case Set (p/n 95400-48850-000/95400-
48870-000).  

Side Case Garnish Set
Pearl Mat Shadow Green (QU5)

*In combination with Side Case Set (p/n 95400-48850-000/95400-
48870-000).  

Side Case Adapter
Required for installing Side Case (Left). 

Side Case Garnish Set
Glass Sparkle Black (YVB)

*In combination with Side Case Set (p/n 95400-48850-000/95400-
48870-000). 

*Helmets of certain shapes may not fit in the side case.
*Helmets are shown for illustrative purpose only.  

Wheel Decals
Decals to decorate the inner rim of your wheel. 
*Set of 6 decals per wheel.
*Can be used for front and rear wheels.
*With GSX-S logo.

Fuel Tank Pad
For tank scratch protection, features new GSX-S GX logo.

Fuel Tank Protection Foil (Transparent)
Protects against tank scratches.

Fuel Tank Protection Foil (Black)
Protects against tank scratches.

ACCESSORIES
Side Case Set

Despite their spacious storage capacity, these large-
capacity side cases feature a compact design that 
integrates seamlessly with the sharp, futuristic looks of 
the GSX-S1000GX. One key system. Cases lockable with 
iginiton key in combination with Lock Set (p/n 95700-
48810-000). 
In combination with Bracket Set (p/n 93700-48811-000) 
and Side Case Adapter(p/n 93900-48810-000) Side Case 
Garnish  (p/n 95400-48820-000 / 95400-48830-000 / 
95400-48880-000) depending on your motorcycle color. 

*Max loading 5kg and case capacity 26L each.
*Please use this item in the speed less than 130km/h.

Side Case Inner Bags

Ring For Fuel Tank Bag
Required for installing Fuel Tank Bag (p/n 99143-00A01-000 
/ 99143-00A11-000).

Fuel Tank Pad
For tank scratch protection, features GSX-S logo.

Fuel Tank Pad
For tank scratch protection, features GSX-S logo.

99183-00A21-RD1 99183-00A11-RD199182-48K20-SGX

95400-48820-000 95400-48880-000

93900-48810-000

95400-48830-000 95700-48810-000

93700-48811-000

99182-48K11-RED99180-48K30-SGX 99181-48K01-000 99181-48K11-BLK

95400-48850-000
(For North America: 95400-48870-000)

990D0-V3501-BAG

44200-25810-000 99180-48K11-GRY 99180-48K21-BLK

Please contact Suzuki Motor Corporation (SMC) for price, availability, ordering.          Please contact Magyar Suzuki Corporation Ltd. (MSC) for price, availability, ordering.

Please contact Suzuki Motor Corporation (SMC) for 
price, availability, ordering.

Please contact Magyar Suzuki Corporation Ltd. (MSC) for 
price, availability, ordering.

Standard and optional equipment available may vary for individual markets. Please enquire at 
your dealers, as specifications and illustrations may refer to models not available in your region. 
SUZUKI MOTOR CORPORATION reserves the right to change, without notice, prices, colors, 
materials, equipment, specifications and models, and also to discontinue models.

All photographs in this leaflet were taken with relevant permission. Images of the vehicles 
without number plates on public roads are composite photos.

n Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing.
n Enjoy riding safety.   
n Read your Owner’s Manual carefully. 
n Never ride under the influence of alcohol or other drugs.

Suzuki Motor Corporation
300 Takatsuka-cho, Minami-ku, Hamamatsu-shi, Shizuoka 432-8611 JAPAN
www.globalsuzuki.com



Fuel Tank Bag (Large) *
Durable nylon material with reflective piping, volume 11 liters 
expandable to 15 liters, rain cover and shoulder belt included.

*In combination with Ring For Fuel Tank Bag (p/n 44200-25810-000).
*Maximum load capacity: 2.5kg.
*Max speed 130km/h (Please use this item in the speed of less than 130km/h).

Front Axle Slider 
Helps mitigate damage, made of aluminum and POM 
(polyacetal).

Rear Axle Slider
Helps mitigate damage, made of aluminum and POM 
(polyacetal).

Short Screen (Smoked Tint)
Designed with smoked tint finish, 55mm shorter than 
standard-equipment screen. 

*Not available for North America and Japan.

Grip Heater
With three different heat settings. Entire surface is heated.

Fuel Tank Bag (Small) *
Durable nylon material with reflective piping, volume 5 liters 
expandable to 9 liters, rain cover and shoulder belt included.

In combination with Ring For Fuel Tank Bag (p/n 44200-25810-000).
*Maximum load capacity: 2.5kg.
*Max speed 130km/h (Please use this item in the speed of less than 130km/h).

FURTHER ENHANCE YOUR OWN GX EXPERIENCE
Genuine accessories represent a fun and practical way to freely customize and personalize the look of your ride and enhance your touring experience.

Low Seat
Provides  15mm lower than standard seat. 

Premium Seat
Double-layer cushion construction to help maximize 
comfort. the seat is constructed from two layers of molded 
urethane foam that differ in level of firmness. The softer 
surface layer completely envelopes the firmer lower layer, 
so the entire seat feels better to the touch and more 
comfortable to sit on. Marking another Suzuki first, the seat 
is engineered to let infrared rays penetrate, thereby helping 
to keep its surface 14% cooler* compared to the original 
seat from the sun.
Red double-stitching around the upper seam gives the seat a 
custom handmade look that goes well with all the available 
body colors and further enhances the sporty
appeal of the GX. The top surface material features a matte 
“pear grain” finish, chosen for its resemblance to suede, its 
luxurious texture and the positive grip it provides the rider. 
The side skin uses a coarse-weave material that has a light, 
functional look similar to that of sports and outdoor gear. 
An embroidered GSX-S logo adds a crowning touch to this 
seat’s premium finish.

*The effectiveness varies depending on conditions.

Cutaway view

Thermographic comparison of surface temperatures

Rider’s seat

Pillion seat

Billet Brake Lever (Anodized) Billet Clutch Lever (Anodized)

45100-48K10-B8Q

45100-48820-000

Color Brembo Calipers
These high performance brake calipers are developed with 
Brembo. Color : Red.

Center Stand
Brings your bike to a safe and stable standing position for 
maintenance activities and parking.  

Frame Slider
Helps mitigate damage, made of aluminum and POM 
(polyacetal).

Machined from high-end billet aluminum, decorated with GSX-S logo (in front) and Suzuki “S” logo. These black anodized 
levers provide a more sporty look to the vehicle. There are two different colors (blue and red) for the lever adjuster that comes 
along with this item. You can choose which one to use at your preference.

Standard Seat Premium Seat

High

Low

94601-48820-000

54790-48810-000

99143-00A11-00099143-00A01-000

64790-48810-000

57100-48822-000

57400-48810-000 57600-48810-000

59100-17800-000

42100-48830-000 41900-48810-000

Please contact Suzuki Motor Corporation (SMC) for price, availability, ordering.

Please contact Magyar Suzuki Corporation Ltd. (MSC) for price, availability, ordering.

Please contact Suzuki Motor Corporation (SMC) for price, availability, ordering.

Please contact Magyar Suzuki Corporation Ltd. (MSC) for price, availability, ordering.


